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The Abbey Museum is situated in Caboolture, a suburb of Brisbane, Australia. This is 
a unique historical museum that reflects the experiential focus that has been in 
evidence in recent cultural tourism. Before considering this institution in detail we 
describe the theoretical background of the ‘experience economy’ and consider this 
economy’s global reach and relevance to cultural industries and tourism. We then 
discuss the operations and offerings of the Abbey Museum and conclude with an 
assessment of the museum’s charter, collections and future prospects in an era of 
experiential heritage tourism. 
 
 
THE EXPERIENCE ECONOMY  
 
In the last 25 years ‘Experience’ has assumed a greater centrality in the global 
economy and its culture, art and tourism. Harvard Business School spokesmen Joseph 
Pine and James H. Gilmore popularised the term “experience economy” in their book 
of that name in 1999. They proposed that businesses develop exciting venues and 
experiences for consumers willing to pay a premium for memorable times. Their 
paradigm was an updated version of hypotheses that had been around for some time. 
John Maynard Keynes had speculated about such a society in his essay “Economic 
Possibilities for Our Grandchildren” (1930), and other discussions of this phenomena 
included Kenneth Galbraith’s Affluent Society (1958), Alvin Toffler’s Future Shock 
(1971), Gerhard Schulze’s The Experience Society (1992) and Rolf Jensen’s The 
Dream Society (1999). Each attributed titles for this new society, including the 
‘economy of sense’, ‘emotion market’, ‘entertainment economy’ and the ‘attention 
economy’. 
 
In Pine and Gilmore’s theorisation the role of businesses in the experience economy is 
to assign a monetary value to human experiences, especially in affluent cultures that 
are devoted to leisure and entertainment. Increasing time, energy and money has been 
invested into experience to the extent that ‘The main experience industries (where 
experience is the core product) count for about 8-12% of GNP and employment and 
are among the fastest growing industries … Furthermore, experiences are sold as 
additions to goods and services, activities whose size is unknown because they are not 
measured in economic terms’ (Sundbo, J. and Darmer, P., 2008: 3). Pine and Gilmore 
proposed four categories of experience in their economic modeling. These covered 
the entire spectrum of experiential engagements and were categorized as 1. 
Entertainment 2. Education 3. Escapist 4. Aesthetic. They explained:  
 
Arts, entertainment and educational aspects of experience involve absorption 
of sensory incentives, the escapist and aesthetic dimensions involve an 
immersion in experience. Escapist – active participant aesthetic – passive 
immersion but is more proximal and intense/entertainment dimension involves 
sensing, educational dimension involves learning, escapist dimension involves 
doing, and the aesthetic dimension involves being there (Pine, J. and Gilmore, 
J., 1999: 35). 
 
In affluent societies more developments in the cultural industries have been dedicated 
to experiential leisure and entertainment. These developments have made Alvin 
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Toffler’s reference to a future with ‘experience industries’ a reality, and many 
economies are building economic foundations on more ‘immaterial’ factors. As 
Dorothea Von Hantelmann notes: ‘For the individual in the advanced affluent society, 
immaterial factors such as quality and intensity of experience have become a main 
point of orientation’ (Von Hantelmann, D., 2011: 164).  
 
A wide range of business sectors focus on providing experience-centric activities 
associated with leisure and entertainment. These include (cultural) tourism, shopping 
(including versions known as shoppertainment), digital media, theatre, museums, art, 
architecture, and spectacular sporting and public events. All are important ingredients 
for trading in immaterial experiences, as  
 
We are, in fact, living more and more in an intangible economy, in which the  
greatest sources of wealth are not physical. We aren’t yet used to an  
economy in which beauty, amusement, attention, learning, pleasure, even  
spiritual fulfilment are as real and economically valuable as steel or  
semiconductors (Postrel, V., 1996). 
 
Many are aware of the central role played by tourism in this experiential global 
economy. In the history of tourism establishments such as Disneyland and Water 
World, and cities and cultural precincts such as Venice, Las Vegas and Times Square 
are legendary ‘experience centres’. The tourist industry also has a long history of 
offering integrated, ordered and ‘packaged’ experiences. This was in evidence in 
postwar mass culture (as in cruise ship tours), but also in a multiplicity of more recent 
niche markets such as Adventure Tourism, Glamping and venues such as Ocean 
Dome in Myazaki, Japan [Fig.1] The Ocean Dome is a theme park that lies about two 
kilometers from an actual beach (where one could swim or frolic without financial 
cost), and offers the beach experience as a payable package. Entry is US$50, rides 
cost $5-10. It has mechanical driven waves and one can rent a boogie board for two 







Figure 1:  Ocean Dome, Myazaki, Japan. 
 
 
THE TWO STAGES OF THE EXPERIENCE ECONOMY 
 
In Pine and Gilmore’s Experience Economy corporations and cultural enterprises are 
meant to establish ‘stages’ (like theatre) that ‘immerse’ consumers and thereby 
provide them with memorable experiences. In this first paradigm the consumer is a 
‘passive target’ for companies that create experiences for the customer. This supply-
driven immaterial product approach has not been a success with tourists who resent 
having situations set up for them that they see as controlling, superficial or too 
commercial, and which leaves them with little ‘agency’. 
 
Boswijk, Thijssen and Peelen (2007) have discussed the emergence of a second stage 
of the Experience Economy in some depth, and refer to it as “Co-creation” (Boswijk, 
A., et al., 2007: 7ff). In a co-creation scenario consumer self-direction is encouraged 
and businesses recognise that experiences need to fit in with the customer’s own 
personal values, aspirations and demands. So the passive approach of “staging” 
experiences might be supplemented, or even replaced, by approaches that develop a 
‘relationship’ with the client to facilitate a ‘co-creation of meaningful experiences’. 
This is a more flexible conception of a consumer’s needs where the company is not 
expected to determine the experiential rules; instead, the parties negotiate an outcome 
on equal terms. C.K. Prahalad and Venkat Ramaswamy are pioneers in mapping the 
transition of audiences from passive customers to active players. They developed an 
approach called “organisational dynamics” that involves a negotiated dialogue 
between the organisation and the individual so as to find meaningful experiences that 
are mutually beneficial (See Prahalad, C.K. and Ramaswamy, V., 2004).  
 
These paradigms can be readily applied to cultural tourism. In an era of inexpensive 
and plentiful travel the tourist ‘experience’ is firmly embedded in people’s lifestyles. 
Indeed, in today’s world Lash and Urry have suggested: ‘People are tourists most of 
the time, whether they are literally mobile or only experience simulated mobility 
through the incredible fluidity of multiple signs and electronic images’ (Lash, S. and 
Urry, J., 1994: 259). Writing in the early 1990s these authors claimed that financial 
transactions in tourism covered three areas: Travel rights, Accommodation, and 
‘Visual Property’. The third phenomenon, that of visual property, involved paying for 
the right to ‘gaze’ at unfamiliar sites (after having travelled to a site of interest), but in 
our experiential co-creative world one should add a fourth category, which has 
emanated from the experience economy, and is the right to be ‘immersed’ and to 
‘interact’.  
 
Moreover, recent phenomena such as ‘slow tourism’ suggests that today’s tourists 
don’t just want to interact with a ‘location’, they want to be fully immersed in an 
(environmental) ‘context’, a context represents an extension to one’s ‘social life’ that 
includes a touristic state of mind and being. In ‘slow tourism’ tourists visiting other 
communities are encouraged to develop close relationships with people that live in the 
villages or other such sites visited. This provides an immersive cultural tourist 
experience that allows the visitor to savour experiences in a different cultural context, 
as well as enable them to learn about a unique culture directly from local inhabitants. 
In this instance, the role of tourist ‘visitor’ converges with that of a visiting guest or 
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associate, and thus fosters experiences that comingle entertaining lifestyle option and 
illuminating cross cultural learning experience. It might also be described as a form of 
‘anthropological tourism’ (Truscott, M., 2013).  
 
Museums also play an important role in the new experiential orientations on offer in 
the new global economy. In the museum context, it’s not just a matter of possessing 
an edifice where art or other cultural objects are stored, conserved and displayed for a 
general touristic public. It is also that such venues are increasingly offering immersive 
‘social contexts’ that might more properly shift the identity of such museums into that 






Figure 2:  Gallery of Modern Art, GoMA, Brisbane, Australia. 
Museums are also crucial venues in larger tourist precincts (such as New York) and 
the rise in internationally focused biennials testifies to the important role that art 
museums play in attracting global tourists to particular cities.  
 
There are now over 100 Biennials in cities throughout the globe in locations as 
dispersed as Havana, Tirana, Göteborg, Sydney and Seoul, and each are supported by 
local, regional and federal government agencies and private corporate sponsorships to 
use this style of art exhibitions as a way to boost tourist visitations. This is 
symptomatic of the pervasive spread of cultural tourism in an experience economy 
that seeks to utilize: 
 
[S]cenery, cafes where people feel comfortable, tastes, rhythms, ways  
of being and doing … This logic initially developed in what was for a long 
time the economically rather marginal domain of cultural enterprises – 
publishing, orchestras, art galleries … [but has] expanded considerably over 
the last 30 years … with the development of services – in particular, tourism, 
the hotel business and catering, fashion (Boltanski, L. and Chiapello, E., 2005: 
44). 
 
As art caters for more diverse audiences this transition in cultural tourism, or the 
‘selling’ of culture to populist audiences has led to a de-differentiation between art 
and popular culture, art and music, seriousness and fun, education and entertainment. 
These transformations have also produced a wealth of new types of museum that cater 
for global demand. These include the ‘Dog collar’ museum in Kent, UK; the Parasite 
Museum in Tokyo; the Torture Museum in Amsterdam; and the Currywurst Museum 
A case in point is Gallery of 
Modern Art in Brisbane, which 
not only provides art works that 
are hung on walls, but also 
markets, jazz nights, wine 
tastings and other events that 
have increased visitor numbers, 
and generated a sense of 




in Berlin. In the latter visitors can become immersed in the sights, sounds, smell and 
taste of German wursts, and can participate in a number of activities including access 
to a mocked-up sausage stand where they can imagine what it's like to serve up this 
snack to hungry customers.  
 
Museums play this important role in experiential economic formations for they offer 
participants activities that are novel and entertaining. Many also offer a 
‘performative’ aspect, for example, contemporary Danish artist Carsten Höller 
produced “Test Site” at the Tate Modern in London in 2007. This was a set of six 
spiral fairground-type slides that anyone could use and enjoy without having to be an 
art connoisseur to help them understand the nature of this aesthetic experience. The 
performance of ‘sliding’ is also of course an ‘active’ rather than passive activity. In 
some of the examples cited above, cultural tourism offers visitors embodied, visceral 
and phenomenological engagements. Many of these interactive environments also 
seek to generate creativity and encourage visitor tourists to perform and tell their own 
stories within those spaces, and so they can ‘co-create’ their experience in interaction 
with that space. 
 
This search for interactivity and immersion can be seen in the proliferation of small 
museums and antiquarian displays in urban and regional contexts in Australia.  Some 
of these museums are small-scale affairs and represent the history and culture of a 
particular locale for visitors who are en route to another destination (for example the 
New Italy Museum at Woodburn in northern New South Wales, Australia). Others 
museums are established in regional districts and are keen to build on their collections 
to offer an ‘historical’ or ‘cultural’ experience that seeks to entice repeat visitors and 
offer a continuing engagement with schools, other museums, or particular interest 
groups. In this context, the Abbey Museum in Caboolture, north of Brisbane, 
Queensland, is a relevant example of a cultural tourism site that is investing in this 
immersive approach. 
 
THE ABBEY MUSEUM   
Queensland’s Abbey Museum originated in the 1934 Abbey Folk Park museum in 
Barnet, outer London. This centre was founded by a rather unusual but determined 
collector of antiquarian bent, the Reverend John Ward, (1885-1949). Ward was the 
leader of a religious community called ‘The Confraternity of Christ the King’ and his 
mission was to preserve antiquities through founding a social history museum. He 
became famous for his passionate collection of artefacts that had fallen into disuse, 
whether it was stained glass or the last horse and buggy in a nearby village. Many of 
Ward’s initial acquisitions were driven by spiritualist encounters - that is he, and his 
wife, received directions from the ‘spiritual world’ that instructed him to buy or barter 
for selected items. The collection at Barnet was wide ranging and eclectic and 
connected strongly with Ward’s religious enterprise that was at various times 
informed by Masonic, Anglican, Catholic and Pentecostal beliefs. As Geoff Ginn says 
in his book about Ward (Archangels and Archaeology, 2012) at its peak the Abbey 
Folk Park contained some 43,000 objects, which were displayed in over forty 
buildings, five period rooms and eleven galleries (158). Ginn argues that one of the 
most remarkable aspects of the venture was the ‘genuinely innovative character’ of its 




The Folk Park offered a kind of immersive realism that at that time was almost 
unprecedented informal museum practice, anticipating the ‘theme park’ 
experience of the latter twentieth century even as it harked back to the shows 
in the ‘period room’ style … it is clear that Ward’s museum took this 
interpretive technique to a new level of sophistication and charm. In this way 
the Abbey Folk Park answered the public taste for more vivid and engaging 
displays far better than did more prominent museums of the time. It seemed a 
curious anomaly, a dynamic museum set paradoxically in the grounds of a 
Pentecostal abbey that evoke the religious spirit of the Middle Ages, and 
according visitor found its charms had to resist. (159). 
 
What is even more remarkable is that this Museum should make its way to an unlikely 
site amid gum trees in Australia, and also that it should become by the 21st century 
one of a chain of small but thriving museums in south-east Queensland. The Museum 
now bills itself as “a public museum [that is] almost unique in Australia” (Abbey 
Museum). The Museum’s presentation of European artefacts and experiences has re-
packaged the interests of the original Folk Park into a conventional series of set 
displays in a building among native Australian flora in a district that was once mostly 
devoted to small agricultural holdings. Here one can find varied collections of 
medieval, renaissance and Pre-Raphaelite stained glass (including glass from 
Winchester Cathedral) as well as prehistoric antiquities and classical antiquities, 
which have been described as follows: 
 
Spanning 500,000 years of history from the Palaeolithic through to the start of 
the 20th century, the displays encompass numerous cultures and civilisations 
and include (sic) some of the oldest stone tools found in Europe through to 
Baroque masterpieces and Samurai armour (Abbey Museum).  
 
 
Fig.3 The Abbey Museum, Caboolture, Queensland, Australia. 
 
The Museum also hosts a public engagement program that is resonant with the kind of 
community and participatory art and cultural events that are typical for cultural 
institutions that subscribe to experience economy configurations. The Abbey program 
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includes a thriving and well-known annual Mediaeval Tournament Festival that 
attracted 37,302 people in 2012. It offers mediaeval re-enactment scenarios, including 
archery contests, Celtic songs, and Morris dancing, as well as Turkish oil wrestling, 
sword-balancing and veil dances by women from the Kasuri Tribe.  
 
At the Abbey the past is currently sequestered and functions as an exotic call to prior 
ages. In The Cultural Moment in Tourism (2012) there is an interesting account of 
bringing the ‘numen’ concept of public history into the museum area in order to 
enrich the ‘essential quality of visitors and personal experiences’ (238). The numen 
concept alludes to the fact that artefacts can have a strong emotional and 
psychological significance as well as historical merit. The success of the Tournament 
indicates that the Abbey is involved in the process of ‘numen-making’ as visitors 
young and old flock to take part in the jousting and wearing of mediaeval costume. 
That these heritage-style events strike an appealing chord with visitors demonstrates 
Baerenholdt, Haldrup and Larsen’s argument, that ‘the rise of the heritage industry 
has … [paved] the way for approaching heritage sights as “sites of interpretation” … 
[and] the perception of heritage is closely related to the embodied and imagined 
performance of the past afforded by the material, social and cultural setting of the 
site’ (Sundbo, 188). 
 
There is no question that this Museum has a strong vernacular appeal and context that 
taps into domestic tourists’ desire for novel and exotic experiences. In addition, the 
original artefacts collected in England at the Abbey represent a strong point of 
difference to other heritage sites in the region. The Museum’s marketing team are also 
keen to point out that the events and the displays are family-oriented and affordable. 
The Museum also appeals to a different community than that which visits 
Queensland’s premier cultural institutions, such as the city-based Galley of Modern 
Art in central Brisbane, which now attracts significant funding from the State 
government of Queensland. It is interesting to note that in many ways, the Museum 
continues the tradition of diversity and social history that John Ward envisaged: the 
exhibits are housed in a conventional museum cabinet displays in a low-key 
environment, yet are situated in spacious grounds that provide a broad range of 
community and educational experiences, such as family picnics, school groups, 
archaeology digs, and lessons in the art of mummification. 
 
Museums have been seen as a local tourism resource for some time in Australia and 
elsewhere. Jennifer Craik and Robyn Trotter (1997) point out that “museums have 
been pressured to translate cultural management, display and entertainment into 
opportunities for museums to re-direct their activities into market opportunities and 
seek new audiences including cultural tourists” (33).  Craik and Trotter’s pilot study 
of cultural tourism in south-east Queensland, identified the then lack of detailed 
information about cultural tourism in Australia and the fact that “most museums were 
highly localised in content and patronage” (36).  This localised content is seen today 
in the number of substantial regional museums in the south east Queensland region, 
such the Gold Coast Historical Museum; the Museum of Australian Military 
Intelligence; and Old Beenleigh Town (Museum and Gallery Services, Queensland). 
As well, there are a plethora of heritage sites, historic properties and art galleries, 




Many of the regional attractions focus on the colonial Australian experience and there 
are art, food and wine trails that hope to attract visitors from the coastal highway that 
hugs the Queensland coast. The Abbey Museum is a 45- minute drive from the centre 
of Brisbane, and in many ways typifies the methodology of small town tourism as 
identified by Flemming Sorensen (134-35). They note that small towns seek to attract 
tourists by providing unique leisure experiences that draw on adjacent, larger cities 
nearby. In this sense, much of the tourist attraction for the Abbey is local: and this 
representation fits ideally into the notion that tourism is an intrinsic part of 
contemporary social life. Those visiting the Abbey are not dissimilar from a local 
resident if we accept the idea that local citizens and tourists are somewhat 
indistinguishable and have been called “tourizens”.  
 
The Abbey’s marketing team recognizes that repeat visitation and building a network 
of supporters is critical to future growth. That the Museum has strong appeal to 
domestic tourists is not in doubt, and these visitors are mostly drawn from the south-
east Queensland region. Given the display of mediaeval artefacts and archaeology it is 
not surprising that school excursions dominate attendance statistics, and the museum 
offers unique participatory cultural experiences. However, the Museum is now faced 
with balancing its historical mission with new audience expectations that have been 
whetted by advances in digital technology as applied to heritage sites. Many recent 
digital apps such as ‘Taste/See/Explore’ (Golden Plains region, Victoria) and ‘Cairns 
Heritage Tour’ (Cairns, North Queensland) markedly enhance the visitor experience, 
although there are still few opportunities for users to ‘write/talk back’ to such sites. 
Currently, Abbey Museum management is investigating a series of applications for 
mobile phones for use during visits as well as a social media campaign that 
emphasises the post-visit experience. In the latter scenario children can create a video 
of their own experience at the Abbey and upload this to the Museums’ website in one 
version of a ‘writing back’ scenario. 
 
The Abbey’s current development plans occupy an interesting position in the wider 
landscape of theme park and tourism development in Australia.  The Museum aims to 
invest more effort into being ‘China ready’ and competition in the mediaeval tourism 
sector is building: the Gold Coast, south of Brisbane in Queensland, will hold an 
inaugural Gold Coast Renaissance Faire in September 2013. However, China is 
currently developing its own theme parks to attract the growing and mobile Chinese 
middle class. At a recent tourism conference in Australia, AALARA 2013, fears were 
expressed that Chinese theme parks would not only cater to Asia’s growing middle 
class, but attract visitors from Australia as well (AALARA). At the same conference, 
it was reported that the public was now demanding more exciting and novel 
interactive experiences, and that the huge Asian investment in this area would surely 
be detrimental to some Australian theme parks.   
 
Given visitor expectations around digital engagement and interactivity, and an 
increasingly competitive market, there would seem to be a strong rationale for tying 
the experience of immersion to a specific ‘place’. The Craik and Trotter pilot study 
discussed above pointed as well to the risks of a competitive and localised tourist 
market that saw cultural tourism as another marketing strategy (41). In order to avoid 
this outcome there is a need for a depth of research to reveal and document and then 
plan ways in which cultural tourists can best engage in a region or a site.  As well, 
there needs to be a coherent transport approach and organizational links between 
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various sites.  Perhaps there is also an opportunity for the development of smaller 
museums or tourism enterprises that focus on the relationship between visitor and the 
peoples and cultures of a region. Many studies have examined how an immersive, 
user-led, and digitally framed experience can form a strong connection with the 
location in question. Anders Sundes Lovlie’s 2012 paper “You Are the One Thinking 
This: Locative Poetry as Deictic Writing” is an example of a site that shows a strong 
connection between narrative and place that is strengthened by digital technology, and 
how this immersive experience can ‘contribute to our emotional attachment to a 
geographic area’ (2).  
 
The Abbey’s heritage and education program and the built environment provide an 
interesting intersection between mediaeval longing and the sophisticated development 
of a contemporary cultural tourism product. The goals of building identifications with 
place and local story-making to create connections with tourists/residents and place 
can become skewed when the narrative delivered by the content does not relate to the 
‘place’.  
 
Strange as it may seem for a cultural institution largely dedicated to European 
mediaeval history, the notion of local ‘place’ may represent an opportunity for this 
museum to survive and thrive. It must do so however by further diversifying its 
cultural and experiential offerings, and perhaps might achieve this by building on 
connections to Australia’s Indigenous spaces/communities. Currently the Abbey 
offers a bus tour to local Indigenous sites of importance, but this aspect of the visitor 
experience is understandably dominated by the Museum’s mediaeval experience 
branding.  One could argue that in regional areas there needs to be a much stronger 
network of sites, museums, galleries and tourist experiences that link the narratives of 
place with the various offerings. This can build and sustain an experiential 
‘difference’ and will enable some kind of ‘cut through’ in a crowded and competitive 




Strange as it may seem for a cultural institution largely dedicated to European 
medieval history, the notion of local ‘place’ may represent an opportunity for this 
museum to survive and thrive. It must do so however by further diversifying its 
cultural and experiential offerings by building on connections to Australia’s 
Indigenous spaces/communities? Currently the Abbey offers a bus tour to local 
Indigenous sites of importance, but this aspect of the visitor experience is 
understandably dominated by the Museum’s mediaeval experience branding.  One 
could argue that in regional areas there needs to be a much stronger network of sites, 
museums, galleries and tourist experiences that link the narratives of place with the 
various offerings. There could also be a stronger focus on developing digital 
engagements that that are directed to forms of transport that visitors use to get to a 
site, which is usually by car in Australia. This perspective relies further on routes and 
mapping research as well as the engagement of the broader community in which the 
site is located.  
 
The Abbey has a valuable mix of traditional collections and experiential events, 
particularly in the established Mediaeval Fair. The diversity of small museums such 
as the Abbey represents strengths and challenges.  Digital applications can certainly 
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enhance the displays and presentation of material, but the successful use of the latest 
technology relies on the strength of a conceptual design that establishes relationships 
between the displayed material, integration into place, and engagement with 
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